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	Databases are the workhorses of the information age. Like Atlas, they go largely unnoticed
	in supporting the digital world we’ve come to inhabit. It’s easy to forget that our
	digital interactions, from commenting and tweeting to searching and sorting, are in
	essence interactions with a database. Because of this fundamental yet hidden function,
	I always experience a certain sense of awe when thinking about databases, not
	unlike the awe one might feel when walking across a suspension bridge normally
	reserved for automobiles.


	The database has taken many forms. The indexes of books and the card catalogs
	that once stood in libraries are both databases of a sort, as are the ad hoc structured
	text files of the Perl programmers of yore. Perhaps most recognizable now as databases
	proper are the sophisticated, fortune-making relational databases that underlie
	much of the world’s software. These relational databases, with their idealized thirdnormal
	forms and expressive SQL interfaces, still command the respect of the old
	guard, and appropriately so.


	But as a working web application developer a few years back, I was eager to sample
	the emerging alternatives to the reigning relational database. When I discovered
	MongoDB, the resonance was immediate. I liked the idea of using a JSON-like structure
	to represent data. JSON is simple, intuitive, human-friendly. That MongoDB also
	based its query language on JSON lent a high degree of comfort and harmony to the
	usage of this new database. The interface came first. Compelling features like easy
	replication and sharding made the package all the more intriguing. And by the time
	I’d built a few applications on MongoDB and beheld the ease of development it
	imparted, I’d become a convert.
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Security Power ToolsO'Reilly, 2007
What if you could sit down with some of the most talented security engineers in the world and ask any network security question you wanted? Security Power Tools lets you do exactly that! Members of Juniper Networks' Security Engineering team and a few guest experts reveal how to use, tweak, and push the most popular network security...
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The Parenting Skills Treatment Planner (Practice Planners)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
The Bestselling treatment planning system for mental health professionals
The Parenting Skills Treatment Planner provides all the elements necessary to quickly and easily develop formal treatment plans that satisfy the demands of HMOs, managed care companies, third-party payors, and state and federal review agencies.     
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Effective Monitoring and Alerting: For Web OperationsO'Reilly, 2012

	
		With this practical book, you’ll discover how to catch complications in your distributed system before they develop into costly problems. Based on his extensive experience in systems ops at large technology companies, author Slawek Ligus describes an effective data-driven approach for monitoring and alerting that enables you to...
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Competing with High Quality Data: Concepts, Tools, and Techniques for Building a Successful Approach to Data QualityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Create a competitive advantage with data quality


	Data is rapidly becoming the powerhouse of industry, butlow-quality data can actually put a company at a disadvantage. Tobe used effectively, data must accurately reflect the real-worldscenario it represents, and it must be in a form that is usable andaccessible. Quality data...
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Assessing and Improving Prediction and Classification: Theory and Algorithms in C++Apress, 2017

	Assess the quality of your prediction and classification models in ways that accurately reflect their real-world performance, and then improve this performance using state-of-the-art algorithms such as committee-based decision making, resampling the dataset, and boosting.  This book presents many important techniques for building...
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Maximum Accessibility: Making Your Web Site More Usable for EveryoneAddison Wesley, 2002
Accessibility is now a legal requirement for all national government Web sites in the U.S., Canada, Australia, and the European Union. Throughout the world, many other organizations--universities, schools, and private companies--are recognizing that accessibility is a moral and business imperative; many are adopting policies aimed at making Web...
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